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Dear reader,
Our team designs and builds a four-wheel driven electric race-car to
compete in the Formula Student competition. The team consists of 84
of the top students at the Delft University of Technology, with this team
we compete throughout the summer in Formula Student competitions
across Europe. Last year we competed in Formula Student East in Hungary, Formula Student Germany at the famous Hockenheimring and the
picturesque Circuit da Catalunya – the host venue of Formula Student
Spain. Around 600 universities compete in these competitions worldwide.
In these newsletters, we will update you on what our team has been doing this month. Within the present issue, you can find a few paragraphs
as well as photos about the rules test and our first kart outing, the Ecomobiel fair, the open day at EWI and the concept reviews, and finally an
interview with our chief engineer.
Sincerely,
The DUT18 Team
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October 5

Rules Test
On Thursday the 5th of October,
each member of the DUT18 team sat the longfeared test on their knowledge about the rules of
the formula student competition that will be held in
summer 2018.

inspections at the start of the competition and much
more. 19 of the 67 people that took the rules test this
year took a second chance, but everyone eventually
made it, allowing well informed kick-off of the race
car design process!!

The Rules covers all aspects of the competition, from
general technical requirements to regulations for
the specific static or dynamic events. It’s important
that each member knows the rules, since other than
illustrating the general competition structure and
its expectations, they ensure awareness of the design
requirements, documents submission deadlines and
rules of conduct of the competition to avoid trouble
or loss of points.
The test consisted of a total of 30 questions such
as the maximum allowed voltage for the electric
vehicle, points subdivision of the events, technical
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October 9

Kart Outing
After tremendous work by all team
members in the first month of our
adventure, it was time to relax a bit and thus
time for our first team outing! Of course we went
karting, we are building a race car after all. On the
9th of October, after a nice pizza in the dream-hall,
DUT18 descended upon Attractiecentrum Zoetermeer to separate the men of the boys, and women of
the girls. These team outings are a great opportunity
for team bonding, while at the same time they create competitive spirit. We especially enjoy the three
kart outings we have at the beginning of the year
since they’re also used as part of our driver selection
procedure.

jzer. Overall, Robbin Heijerman, last years’ Autocross
and Endurance driver went fastest with no time to
spare between two aspiring drivers, Klait Bani and
Lucas Machunskas. And an honorable mention,
Samantha Boom, who took first place in the womens
category.
It was great to see competitive spirit from team members who felt like they had something to prove on the
track, and the sheer amount of fun we had together.
We can’t wait until the next kart outing, can you?!

After 12 heats in total, some members driving three,
the results were in! The fastest Core Team member?
The man you have gotten to know a bit better last
newsletter, Daan Schopmeijer our Team Manager.
Closely followed by Chief Engineer, Alexander Kei-
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October 9–11

Ecomobiel Fair

On the 9th, 10th and 11th October we had the pleasure to be part
of the Ecomobiel fair in the Brabanthallen. The Ecomobiel fair has become one
of the biggest platforms for sustainable mobility
and mobility management; so we were excited to
be a part of it! We even took two of our cars, the
DUT16 and the DUT17 with us. The DUT17
was at our main stand and the DUT16 was placed
close to one of the stages. Over these three days
several members of the team were present for 1 or 2
days to share our project with everybody interested.
During these days we were delighted to see so many
people with different backgrounds, from visitors
to big mobility companies, were enthusiastic about
our project. Luckily there was room for some drinks
with all the exhibitors at the end of each day to discuss the day and socialize amongst each other.

Everything considered, we had a great time at the
Ecomobiel fair! We made new connections and we
had the opportunity to get our name out there!
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October 20/23

EWI Open Day
On the 20th and 23rd of October,
we were present at the EWI Open Day to promote
Formula Student Delft the best way we could to
potential future students of TU Delft. The students
had the possibility to have a talk with some of our
members, as well as with members of other DreamTeams of TU Delft also present at the information
market. Indeed, amongst well-ranked faculties such
as the Architecture faculty – ranked 3rd worldwide,
or the Aerospace faculty which arrives at the 18th
place on the international level, the Technical University of Delft, which itself is ranked 20th worldwide in the Engineering and Technology department has a lot of promising DreamTeams to offer.
This event at the faculty of Electrical Engineering,
Mathematics and Computer Science was thus a
good opportunity for our team to spread information about the capabilities of our cars, as well as the
potential of our team. Encouraging future students
to want to join any of the ambitious and unique

DreamTeams of TU Delft was the main idea in our
minds. So be prepared for new recruits in Formula
Student Team in the coming years!
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Concept Reviews
Since the beginning of the year,
our engineers have been hard at work designing
our next car, the DUT18. In order to help them
maximize the car’s performance, our dedicated team
of alumni has several design reviews throughout
the year, the first of which took place last month.
Each of the departments gave presentations on their
conceptual design, which sometimes lasted until the
deep of night (or should we say early morning…).
The reviews are always a milestone for our engineers, as they give the first big indication of what

the car will look like and always provide a learning
experiences unlike any other.
With a month between the conceptual design review and the preliminary design review, the team is
already working overtime to further develop their
ideas, which means the DUT18 is starting to
look more finished day by day. For now, the details
remain hidden, but we can’t wait to reveal our latest
racing machine to all of you as soon as possible!
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Interview with
the chief engineer
Could you give us a brief overview
of your daily tasks?
Every day is quite different, mostly I spend my
days in meetings – meetings with the several
departments about module groups, meetings
where we make decisions about specific parts
of the car. It is important for me to ensure that
these systems work together. In the end, it has
to be a good package as a whole.
Could you briefly describe what
fascinates you in the building of a
race car?

Alexander Keijzer
DUT18 Chief Engineer

Could you introduce yourself
please?
Sure, I am Alexander Keijzer, I am 21 years
old and the chief engineer of DUT18. I am a
mechanical engineer in my fourth year, which
is currently paused due to my task here at FST.
Why did you join the team?
I joined in 2015 for the upcoming DUT16
car. Back then I did calculations for the spring
system and in the next year for the DUT17, I
focused on controls.

It is hard to describe, mostly for me it is about
seeing the progress of the team overall, but
also seeing the progress of each individual
team member, which makes me very happy. I
would even say it is less about building a race
car,than rather succeeding in a project together as a team. I really like the competition, the
level of FST is very high and this leads to high
engineering standards, which is a lot of fun,
because through the challenges you really learn
something.
What do you think will be the
most challenging technical module of the car?
That’s a difficult question, for me as a mechanical engineer the electronics seem quite complicated. I can easily see physical damage on the
car, but the electric parts are sometimes hard
to observe for me. But I see that we can also
improve on this front. The interaction between
electronics and mechanics is very interesting to
develop.
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Could you give us a small spoiler
about some technical innovation we
can see from the upcoming car?
I think for now every part of the car will get better, maybe it will not be one specific significant
revolutionary improvement, but there will be
major steps forward on all fronts, which will very
likely lead to an overall faster car this season.
How does your commitment at DUT
help your personal development?
I did not have any experience with leading a
team whatsoever, but now here at FST, I have 70
engineers working with me. You can’t get such an
experience somewhere else.
Also on the technical front, you learn something
every day, often even without noticing it. Now I
know so much more about aerodynamics for example. It is much more fun learning those things
by doing them rather than hearing about it in a
lecture. The combination of soft skills and technical skills is unique for me.

Please finish the following sentences:
• Regarding the FST I can’t wait
to… see the car finished, obviously! See it
driving!
• When I’m not at the office, you
will most likely find me... sleeping
in my bed, there is not much more than that.
• My dream car is a… that’s a hard
one… I could say the DUT18…. I don’t
really have a dream car… so the DUT18!
• I’m a happy chief engineer if…
I make everyone on my team achieve their
full potential, meanwhile having a good
overall package of modules. Of course I am
also happy if we win, but I really want to see
everyone learning here, having fun. I want
to be proud of us.

How will the commitment at the FST
help you personally in your future
career?
I guess it will be difficult to go back to classes
again, I feel I can now do things and it will be
difficult to sit a whole semester in the classroom
again. I think my job in the future will be very
similar to what I am doing right now, but I am totally aware that in the beginning I will be responsible for a very small part of a technical system
in my first years as a professional. Nevertheless, I
know that I have a big responsibility here and this
prepares me very well for my future jobs.
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We hope You have enjoyed reading our newsletter
and we’ll see you again next month!
Until that time, visit us on :

Sincerely,
The DUT18 Team

